
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WGGO FOURTH QUARTER 2022

ISSUE:  YOUTH PROGRAMMING

10/24/2022 at 10:00… Mother Miriam Live…57 minutes…The importance of 
maintaining a Catholic identity. What did Jesus really mean when he said, "This is my 
body?"

10/26/2022 at 10:00… Mother Miriam Live… 57 minutes…Why is it important to truly 
know God, and how can we get to know Him better? Is there ever such thing as "Having 
enough prayers to say?"

12/05/22 at 17:00… The Catholic Current… 57 minutes…We welcome back author and 
researcher Kay Hymowitz of City Journal to discuss academic performance among 
boys. How is the deck stacked against boys in school, and how can strong families 
counter it?

12/06/22 at 06:00…Sermons for Everyday Living…55 minutes… St Nicholas, Exemplar 
of Shepherds, the life of St. Nicholas compared to the secular “Santa Clause”.

12/08/22 at 17:00…The Catholic Current…57 minutes…We welcome back author and 
journalist Phil Lawler to discuss his latest book with Ignatius Press on the collected 
writings on his life as a secret Jesuit priest, Fr. Paul Mankowski. Why did this witty 
satirist have to write under a pseudonym, and what was he like, both as a priest and as 
a friend?

12/14/22 at 17:00…The Catholic Current…57 minutes…We welcome back renowned 
scholar and author Dale Ahlquist of the Society of GK Chesterton to discuss the 
Chesterton Schools Network. What makes these schools different? How can a 
curriculum center itself around the Incarnation, and what difference does that make?



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WGGO FOURTH QUARTER 2022

ISSUE:  FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS

10/17/2022 at 10:00… Mother Miriam Live… 57 minutes… Twelve steps for Catholic 
families to survive a heretical wasteland. How also to live n our society today as 
Catholics.

10/19/2022 at 10:00… Mother Miriam Live… 57 minutes… Mother Miriam discusses 
Bishop Athanasius Schneider's advice for raising a family, and answers calls from 
viewers about going back to school as a homeschooling mother.

11/10/22 at 10:00… Mother Miriam Live… 57 minutes…Is it ever okay to cut off 
family? If her husband isn't leading with the faith, how far should a wife go in stepping 
up to fill that role? Explaining divorce to children Avoiding family gatherings for the 
sake of protecting children from wrongful ideologies

12/2/22 at 10:00…Mother Miriam Live…57 minutes… Mother Miriam Live finishes 
reading Michael Matt's Christmas story, gives an update on the Christmas newsletter 
from her and the sisters, and answers calls and emails from listeners on topics like 
disrespectful children, recent legislation on disordered unions, and dealing with and 
forgiving past abuse.

12/5/22 at 17:00…The Catholic Current… 57 minutes…We welcome back author and 
researcher Kay Hymowitz of City Journal to discuss academic performance among 
boys. How is the deck stacked against boys in school, and how can strong families 
counter it?

12/12/22 at 10:00…Mother Miriam Live… 57 minutes… What can a wife do when her 
atheistic husband wants to share his ideologies with their children?
Dealing with a husband who is angry all the time.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WGGO FOURTH QUARTER 2022

ISSUE:  HEALTH

10/21/22 at 16:00… The Simple Truth… 57 minutes…Fr. Stephen Imbarrato co-hosts 
with an emphasis on the disappearance of men who are strong in their faith.

11/4/22 at 16:00… The Simple Truth… 57 minutes…Fr. Stephen Imbarrato co-hosts 
with an emphasis on ending the ongoing, government sanctioned, daily mass murder of 
abortion and applying Catholic teaching to current events.

12/03/22 at 06:00… Sermons for Everyday Living… 55 minutes… Facing Fear using the 
example of David and Goliath.

12/12/22 at 13:00…The Doctor Is In… 57 minutes… Dr. Ray talks to callers on various 
mental health struggles.

12/13/22 at 16:00…The Simple Truth… 57 minutes…  Pamelann Schlute talks about 
The Virgin Mary and how she is vital in the battle for the lives of unborn children.

12/27/22 at 13:00…The Doctor Is In… 57 minutes…Parenting issues, teenage traumas, 
and family issues are all discussed on today’s show.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WGGO FOURTH QUARTER 2022

ISSUE:  EDUCATIONAL

10/10/22 at 17:00 The Catholic Current…57 minutes…We welcome Jim Megis of the 
Manhattan Institute and City Journal to discuss renewable energy and a realistic green 
solution.

10/11/22 at 17:00 The Catholic Current…57 minutes…We welcome back Matt 
Archbold of Creative Minority Report to talk through some of the headlines of the day.

10/22/22 at 06:00… Sermons for everyday living… 55 minutes… A sermon on the 
incredible life of Pope Saint John Paul the Second.

11/09/22 at 06:00… Sermons for Everyday Living… 55 minutes… A sermon that dives 
deeply into the seventh commandment.

11/22/22 at 06:00… Sermons for Everyday Living… 55 minutes… A sermon on Jesus’ 
teachings about the Holy Orders.

12/30/22 at 17:00…The Catholic Current…57 minutes… Fr. Robert looks forward to 
the New Year by discussing a correct understanding of time by reading an excerpt of 
his latest book with Ignatius Press. What, and most importantly Who is time tending 
towards? Father finishes with Weekend Readings to help Prepare for Sunday Mass.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WGGO FOURTH QUARTER 2022

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST

10/10/22 at 16:00… The Simple Truth…57 minutes…Mark Houck comes on to discuss 
how Authentic Catholic Manhood is starting to become more scarce in this day and age.

11/18/22 at 06:00… Sermons for Everyday Living… 55 minutes…A sermon on the 
different levels of Spiritual Warfare that is taking place around us today.

11/19/21 at 06:00… Sermons for everyday living… 55 minutes… How to pray, hope, 
and not worry by focusing on what waits for us in heaven.

12/5/22 at 10:00…Mother Miriam Live… 57 minutes… Host Mother Miriam talks about 
the Jewish importance of advent, and the end times.

12/22/23 at 17:00… The Catholic Current… 57 minutes… Dr. Scott Hahn of the St. Paul 
Center comes on to discuss how to have a biblically sound understanding of Christmas.

12/29/23 at 17:00… The Catholic Current…57 minutes… Dr. Darrick Taylor is brought 
on to discuss his recent article that discusses government overreach in our society.


